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Why an understanding of the Feeling Function is important for people working within 
the helping professions. 
 
Are you a Feeling Type? Check List. 
 
 
1. You feel good when you have a flowing ‘feeling’ connection with the people you 
care about. 
 
2. You can hold lots of different levels of relationship at the same time without any 
effort. You are able to have good boundaries and meet professional needs and relate 
to people in a warm and human way in whatever profession you find yourself in.  
 
3. You feel happy when the value of human relationship is included in professional 
considerations and decisions. 
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In Greek Mythology the Furies appear whenever relationship is violated: our instincts 
rise up to protect us when we are hurt. This leads on a personal level to rows, 
hostility, illness, moods, etc. On a world level it often leads to wars. 
 
A knowledge of the Feeling Function and its inclusion within structures such as 
hospitals can prevent personal arguments because the developed and confident feeling 
type knows how to prevent such situations occurring in the first place. One of the 
things knowledge of the Feeling Function does is give a conceptual framework to 
hold the value of kindness. 
 
The developed feeling type can also point out, in a human way, where and how the 
offence to relationship has taken place and can help bring about right human 
relationship in any situation. Then the Furies become kinder: the instincts become 
more manageable because the offence to relationship is being heard and healed. 
 
The main gift of feeling is to make sure that human needs are heard and met: e.g. 
within the NHS, this can mean both patient and staff needs. Today both are under 
extreme pressure within many hospitals. If you can find the confidence to speak up 
for the feeling function, then kindness and good relationship can have as valued a 
voice as the meeting of financial and other targets. I know that many people are 
already striving to do this. I hope this leaflet helps. 
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